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I also don't see the calendar color
for holidays selected in the color

settings. Ubicad Seguridad Y
Salud 16: I want your help to fix

this issue. do you know how to fix
this issue. In the help it says that
this issue is not fixed yet. I want
to know in advance where is the

bug to fix this issue before it
going into this case. A: It seems
the calendar is not ready to be
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used in the current build. I
recommend to wait before trying

to use the calendar. You can
check this if your computer can

show one specific application or if
you see a grey icon in the top

right corner of the desktop. If I am
wrong you can install a previous
build of Ubuntu here and start
from that build. If you had the
same issue try the following:

Check and close all other
calendar applications. Try to use
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the calendar and close any open
calendar apps after opening.
Reboot your computer. If the

problem still occurs then try the
following: Try Ubuntu 16.04 and

16.10 builds. You can find them at
After installing the build open the
settings in the top right corner of
the desktop. Open the calendar
app If the new build works then

write a comment here. If you
want to report a bug against the
new build then open a new bug
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with the Ubuntu package name
gnome-calendar-common Q:

Multisite network with one login
for all sites I've setup a multisite
network, and I'm trying to set up
a network login that will login all

the sites. When users login to one
site they should then be directed
to the home page of that site, so I
need to catch that users first log

in action and then make the
redirect. Here's a code snippet:

/** * Setup the front-end. */
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function
wpse126500_setup_frontend(

$wp_list_table, $args ) { global
$wpdb; // Adding newsfeed

column $wpdb->add_column('wp_
network_posts',

'post_author_network', 'INTEGER'
); $wpdb->add_column('wp_netw

ork_posts', 'post_author_
c6a93da74d
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